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Placing an Orientation Suture During an Elliptical Excision Procedure Is Simple, Efficient, Safe, and May Help Preserve Tissue Integrity
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Introduction

An elliptical skin excision is often performed to provide diagnostic information on managing cutaneous disorders. We propose a simple and safe modification of the standard technique by placing an orientation suture in the specimen before it is removed from the skin in order to provide traction and prevent structural damage to the tissue.

An elliptical skin excision is often performed as part of an incisional or excisional biopsy to provide diagnostic information for managing cutaneous disorders [1]. In addition to establishing or confirming a diagnosis, an elliptical skin excision can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of therapy, provide a specimen for histological assessment of margins, and offer a surgical cure for numerous cutaneous disorders [2].

Commonly, an elliptical excision is performed after the surgical site has been marked, anesthetized, prepped, and draped [3]. In the standard procedure, lateral margins of the excision are made, the elliptical specimen is grasped at one of its poles with a pair of tissue forceps and the tissue is elevated. The surgeon then separates the specimen from underlying tissues along a horizontal, even plane using a scalpel or sharp tissue scissors [2]. A suture to remind the surgeon of the orientation is often placed after the specimen has been completely removed from the underlying tissue. The specimen is then transferred to the appropriate fixative container and subsequently submitted to pathology.

We propose a simple and safe modification of the standard technique by placing an orientation suture in the specimen before it is removed from the skin in order to provide traction during the removal process without compounding structural damage to the tissue.

Technique

After incising the lateral borders of the intended specimen, an orientation suture is placed at a defined pole (usual the distal end) of the ellipse while the specimen is still in situ. We recommend using either dissolvable or non-dissolvable sutures that are already available for closure of the wound. The suture ends are cut long (3 cm or greater) and grasped with the fingers of the non-dominant hand. Gentle traction is then applied using the suture ends to elevate the tissue. This facilitates further dissection with a scalpel or tissue scissors to free the specimen from the underlying tissues in the usual fashion. The specimen is then easily transferred into the specimen container (Figures 1-4).
Figure 1: The border of the specimen is freed from the lateral skin.

Figure 2: An orientation suture is placed at superior pole of the specimen.

Figure 3: Gentle traction is placed on the orientation suture as the specimen is excised.

Figure 4: The resulting specimen is completed excised with the orientation suture placed at the superior pole.
Discussion

This modification of a standard biopsy technique offers several advantages. By using a marking suture as a surgical aid in this manner, the surgeon simultaneously provides a means for specimen dissection, while helping to ensure proper orientation. This technique also helps maintain the integrity and architecture of the specimen by decreasing crush or tear artifacts often caused inadvertently by forceful use of forceps. It also improves time and procedural efficiency by decreasing the steps of specimen excision and the number of surgical instruments handled. There should be no additional cost to using the described technique as sutures already available for the closure will be utilized.

In short, this technique provides a quick, easy, cost-effective, and safe method for dissecting excisional specimens while reducing artifactual tissue injury and orientation errors.
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